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DAEM is a premium watch company based in Brooklyn, New 

York. The name DAEM is an anagram for “made.” It reflects 
collaborations with leading fashion, luxury and streetwear 

designers to bring our watches to life.

The DAEM Fall‘19 “Kings” Collection pays homage to 

our home of  Brooklyn (a.k.a. Kings County). We carefully 

designed this collection with the intent of  capturing the 

essence of  the surrounding streets so special to us.

This collection taps into a blend of  modern fashion and rustic 

design, of  old and new. Our neighborhood is one of  rapid 

change; we found beauty and inspiration in both the past and 

future as we built this collection. 

Photographer - Kirk Halliburton 

Stylist - Kiry Wright

Creative Direction - DAEM



The Kings Collection





Roebling  - Swiss Ronda 515 - Sapphire Crystal - Hand Cut Nylon



Bedford  - Swiss Ronda 515 - Sapphire Crystal - Silicone Rubbber



Nassau  - Swiss Ronda 515 - Sapphire Crystal - Perforated Italian Leather







Kent Bedford Wythe

Roebling Nassau

The Bedford has a jet black, multi-toned 

dial with silver, modified syringe hands. 

We’ve paired this dial - and its bright red 

Breguet-inspired second hand - with 

a premium silicone rubber strap. The 

combination is sharp but functional; made 

to withstand the elements, yet striking 

enough to compliment any look.

The Roebling has a multi-toned white dial with deep blue accents; we’ve 

outfitted it with a hand-cut nylon strap for a more casual look. It’s named after 

John Roebling, the civil engineer who designed the Brooklyn Bridge; like that 

iconic bridge, the navy and white detailing throughout this piece creates a 

sharp and striking appeal. Stylishly appropriate for the office, yet perfect for a 

day around town - or out on the water.

The Nassau has a jet black, multi-toned dial with silver, modified syringe 

hands. A bright red Breguet-inspired second hand is emphasized by deep 

red perforated leather straps, for an eye-catching and sporty feel. The leather 

straps have further been stitched for added durability.

The Kent has an alabaster white, multi-

toned dial with cool grey hands. We’ve 

outfitted this watch with a premium 

cordura camo strap, giving it a more 

rugged and adventurous feel. The desert 

tone of the cordura strap compliments 

the neutral dial face; we’ve lined the straps 

with soft, genuine leather for added 

comfort.

The Wythe has an alabaster white, 

multi-toned dial with cool grey hands. A 

premium cordura strap gives this watch 

an understated yet active feel. Much like 

Wythe Avenue, which curves through 

Williamsburg, this watch has a versatile 

look and will stand the test of time. 

We’ve lined the straps with soft, genuine 

leather for added comfort.




